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Related breakouts

DOP209-R - [REPEAT] Introduction to DevOps on AWS

DOP327-R - [REPEAT] Monitoring and observability of serverless apps 
using AWS X-Ray

ARC345-R - [REPEAT] Architecting data lakes with AWS data and 
analytics services

DEM135 - Introduction to data lakes and analytics on AWS
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Why DevOps for data lakes?

- Data lakes are complex workloads that are subject to changes all the time

- Multiple data sources

- Structured, unstructured data, file formats 

- Several services – Amazon S3, Amazon Redshift, Amazon EMR, AWS Glue, Amazon Athena, 
Amazon QuickSight 

- Rate of data drift is increasing due to more systems, data diversity, and 
users

- Amazon Redshift schema changes

- EMR cluster resizing

- Athena table changes 

- Glue Data Catalog changes

- Automation holds the key to managing the above efficiently



DevOps best practices



DevOps on AWS

AWS CodeBuild + 

third party

AWS CodeCommit AWS CodeBuild AWS CodeDeploy AWS X-Ray

Source Build Test Deploy Monitor

AWS CodePipeline

• Integration 

tests with 

other systems

• Load testing

• UI tests

• Penetration 

testing

• Check in 

source code, 

such as .java 

files

• Peer review 

new code

• Compile code

• Unit tests

• Style checkers 

• Code metrics

• Create 

container 

images

• Deployment 

to production 

environments • Monitor code 

in production 

to quickly 

detect 

unusual 

activity or 

errors

Amazon Cloudwatch



Infrastructure as code

• Use IaC to provision and manage all resources

• Easier to manage hundreds of distributed 
applications

• Version control & code review
AWS CloudFormation



Amazon CloudWatch

AWS CloudTrail

Monitoring

& logging

AWS DevOps Portfolio

AWS CodeCommit

AWS CodeDeploy

AWS CodePipeline

Software development and 

continuous delivery toolchain

AWS CloudFormation

AWS OpsWorks

AWS Config

Infrastructure

as code

AWS CodeBuild

AWS CodeStar

AWS OpsWorks for 

Chef Automate

AWS X-Ray

AWS Cloud

Development Kit



How to set up CI/CD on your data lake

AWS CodeBuild
AWS CodeCommit

AWS CodePipeline

AWS CloudFormation

Source Action

.sql

.py

.scala

Test scripts

SAM templates

datalake.yaml

Test scripts

Deploy to ProdApproval actionDeploy Action Test Action

datalake.yaml
Amazon SNS 

Notification

AWS CloudFormation

datalake.yaml

Test Stage



Detailed steps
CI/CD 

function

CodePipeline

stage

Service Implementation steps

CI/CD Pipeline 

provisioning

NA AWS 

CloudFormation

Configure CodePipeline to include the above stages. 

CodePipeline scans the repository and kicks off the CI/CD 

stages. 

Code Repository Source AWS CodeCommit Source control for all the data lake code such as Redshift 

materialized views, stored procedures, Kinesis AWS Lambda 

code, Glue jobs. It also includes the test scripts such as .py

Test Deploy AWS 

CloudFormation

Create a CloudFormation script that provisions the data lake 

typically comprising of Amazon S3, AWS Glue, Amazon 

Redshift and Amazon QuickSight in the test environment. 

The code that is checked into AWS CodeCommit is used by 

this CloudFormation script. In this case it is the datalake.yaml

Build AWS CodeBuild Note that there may not be an explicit build activity for most 

components in a data lake workload; in such cases, the build 

step is optional. In this case we are just using this to run the 

test scripts. Alternatively AWS CodeDeploy can be be used to 

perform the same function 



Detailed steps continued

CI/CD 

function

CodePipeline

stage

Service Implementation steps

Approve AWS CodePipeline AWS CodePipeline provides an ‘approval’ stage that can be 

added to the devops pipeline where manual checks are 

required. For eg. Verifying the test results. 

Production 

Deployment

Deploy AWS 

CloudFormation

The same CloudFormation script that is used to deploy the 

datalake in the test environment is now deployed into 

production once approved by an administrator manually. 



Best practices for your CI/CD
• Evolve a structure for the repository that helps in identifying 

the service components in the data lake

/redshift

/glue

/athena

/lambda

/Kinesis

Buildspec.yml

Appspec.yml

• Include test scripts to make sure activities like data 
population are accurate

• Consider immutable infrastructure where feasible

• AWS CodeBuild may be used instead of AWS CodeDeploy to 
run scripts, as no new instances are provisioned in CodeBuild
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References

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/big-data/agile-analytics-with-amazon-redshift/

https://github.com/aws-samples/amazon-sagemaker-devops-with-ml

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/apn/how-to-create-a-continually-refreshed-amazon-s3-data-
lake-in-just-one-day/?nc1=b_rp

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/big-data/automate-amazon-redshift-cluster-creation-using-aws-
cloudformation/

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/big-data/agile-analytics-with-amazon-redshift/
https://github.com/aws-samples/amazon-sagemaker-devops-with-ml
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AWS CodeBuild

✓ Fully managed build service 

that compiles source code, 

runs tests, and produces 

software packages 

✓ Scales continuously and 

processes multiple builds 

concurrently

✓ Supports C#, F#, VB.net, 

Java, Scala, Jruby, Go, Swift, 

Objective-C and custom 

build using Docker

✓ Downloads source code

✓ Executes commands 

configured in the build spec

✓ Streams the build output to 

the service console and 

CloudWatch Logs

✓ Generates artifacts to 

Amazon S3 bucket

What? How?



buildspec.yml Example
version: 0.1

environment_variables:
plaintext:
JAVA_HOME: "/usr/lib/jvm/java-8-openjdk-amd64"

phases:
install:
commands:
- apt-get update -y
- apt-get install -y maven

pre_build:
commands:
- echo Nothing to do in the pre_build phase...

build:
commands:
- echo Build started on `date`
- mvn install

post_build:
commands:
- echo Build completed on `date`

artifacts:
type: zip
files:
- target/messageUtil-1.0.jar

discard-paths: yes

• Variables to be used by phases of 

build

• Examples for what you can do in 

the phases of a build: 
• You can install packages or run 

commands to prepare your 

environment in ”install”. 

• Run syntax checking, commands 

in “pre_build”. 

• Execute your build 

tool/command in “build”

• Test your app further or ship a 

container image to a repository 

in post_build

• Create and store an artifact in 

Amazon S3



AWS CodeDeploy

✓ Automates code 

deployments

✓ Avoid downtime during 

application deployment

✓ Rollback automatically if 

failure detected

✓ Deploy to Amazon EC2, 

Amazon ECS, AWS Lambda 

or on-premises servers

✓ Create an AppSpec file 

specifying deploy actions

✓ Bundle deployable content 

and AppSpec into an archive

✓ CodeDeploy can be 

configured to use S3, 

GitHub, BitBucket

✓ CodeDeploy agent polls and 

deploys on server using 

AppSpec

What? How?



appspec.yml Example
version: 0.0
os: linux
files:

- source: /
destination: /var/www/html

permissions:
- object: /var/www/html

pattern: “*.html”
owner: root
group: root
mode: 755

hooks:
ApplicationStop:

- location: scripts/deregister_from_elb.sh
BeforeInstall:

- location: scripts/install_dependencies.sh
ApplicationStart:

- location: scripts/start_httpd.sh
ValidateService:

- location: scripts/test_site.sh
- location: scripts/register_with_elb.sh

• Remove/add instance to Elastic 

Load Balancing

• Install dependency packages

• Start Apache

• Confirm successful deploy

• More

• Send application files to one 

directory and configuration 

files to another

• Set specific permissions on 

specific directories & files



AWS CodePipeline

Continuous delivery service for 

fast and reliable application 

updates

Model and visualize your 

software release process

Builds, tests, and deploys your 

code

Integrates with third-party 

tools and AWS

What? How?

Source

Source

GitHub

Build

CodeBuild

AWS CodeBuild

Deploy

JavaApp

Elastic Beanstalk

Pipeline

Stage

Action

Transition

MyApplication



AWS CodeCommit
What?

How?

✓ Secure, scalable, and managed Git 

source control      

✓ Use standard Git tools

✓ Scalability, availability, and durability 

of 

Amazon S3

✓ Encryption at rest with customer-

specific keys

✓ No repo size limit

✓ Post commit hooks to call out to 

Amazon SNS or Lambda

Git pull/push AWS CodeCommit

Git objects in

Amazon S3

Git index in

Amazon 

Amazon DynamoDB

Encryption key

in AWS KMS

SSH or HTTPS



$ git clone https://git-codecommit.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/v1/repos/aws-cli

Cloning into 'aws-cli'...

Receiving objects: 100% (16032/16032), 5.55 MiB | 1.25 MiB/s, done.

Resolving deltas: 100% (9900/9900), done.

Checking connectivity... done.

$ nano README.rst

$ git commit -am 'updated README'

[master 4fa0318] updated README

1 file changed, 1 insertion(+)

$ git push

Counting objects: 3, done.

Delta compression using up to 4 threads.

Compressing objects: 100% (3/3), done.

Writing objects: 100% (3/3), 297 bytes | 0 bytes/s, done.

Total 3 (delta 2), reused 0 (delta 0)

remote: 

To https://git-codecommit.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/v1/repos/aws-cli

4dacd6d..4fa0318  master -> master

Same Git Experience
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AWS CodeStar

• Quickly develop, build, and deploy 

applications on AWS

• Start developing on AWS in minutes

• Work across your team, securely

• Manage software delivery easily

• Choose from a variety of project 

templates



AWS CloudFormation

Create templates of your infrastructure

CloudFormation provisions AWS resources based on dependency needs

Version control/replicate/update templates like code

Integrates with development, CI/CD, management tools

What?

CloudFormation StackTemplate

JSON formatted file

Parameter definition

Resource creation

Configuration actions

Configured AWS resources

Comprehensive service support

Service event aware

Customizable 

Framework

Stack creation

Stack updates

Error detection and rollback

How?
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Free foundational to advanced digital courses cover AWS services and 
teach architecting best practices

Learn to architect with AWS Training and Certification

Visit aws.amazon.com/training/path-architecting/

Classroom offerings, including Architecting on AWS, 
feature AWS expert instructors and hands-on labs

Validate expertise with the AWS Certified Solutions Architect - Associate
or AWS Certification Solutions Architect - Professional exams

Resources created by the experts at AWS to propel your organization and career forward



Thank you!
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